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Innovation is something 
that we’re intensely 
passionate about here at 
Mills & Reeve. From our 
location in the Midlands, 
where innovation has been 
a driving force since the 
Industrial Revolution, to the 
recent transformation of our 
Birmingham offices - it’s in 
our DNA.

That’s why we launched our biennial Innovation 
50 index in 2017, the Midlands’ only innovation-
focused ranking system. By doing so, we could 
shine a spotlight on businesses across the region 
who share our passion for forward thinking and 
who are helping to rev up the Midlands Engine.
 
We know that every sector has businesses doing 
things differently, developing ground-breaking 
ideas and pioneering ways of working, all of which 
is vital when it comes to driving the prosperity of 
the region.
 
This year’s final 50 have really reinforced this 
message. From startups setting out to disrupt 
the market to more established businesses 
taking steps to grow into new sectors, from 
tech to agriculture, the entries we’ve seen have 
demonstrated the many different forms that 
innovation can take.
 
Special thanks must go to our excellent panel 
who were faced with some tough decisions in 
selecting our final 50 - I’m sure that you’ll share 
our enthusiasm for these inspiring businesses 
and the steps they are taking to innovate.
 
Congratulations to our Innovation 50 2019 firms.
 
Steve Allen, 
Partner & Head of Birmingham Office, 
Mills & Reeve

@Steve_D_Allen

Innovation is in our DNA Our methodology

Criteria
 
The starting point
What was the business trying to improve?

What’s new?
How does the approach deviate from common 
practice?

Implementation
What challenges did the business overcome 
to deliver the change?

Results
What was the result of the innovation for the 
business, customers and the wider community?
 

Judging
 
Three judging sessions were held in June - with 
an expert panel scoring each entry on originality 
and impact - with commendation given to those 
organisations demonstrating a particularly 
creative approach to solving business challenges.  
From this, we established five main categories for 
our final 50. These are:

Business intelligence and performance
Where we have seen firms transforming their 
business or using innovation to drive more 
efficient ways of working

Communication
Where firms have demonstrated how they have 
revolutionised media, creative and design

Development and inclusivity
Where firms have used innovation to boost 
inclusivity and opportunity for business and 
community

Healthier, safer lives
Where businesses have looked at innovative 
solutions for redefining safety and wellbeing

Place and environment
Where businesses have innovated to improve 
places, homes and workspaces

This ribbon marks a business that was 
also included in the 2017 Innovation 50
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Expert Panel

Andy Dawson

Director and Co-Founder,
Curium Solutions

@andy_curium

Anita Bhalla OBE

Chair, Performances 
Birmingham

@anitabhalla

Victoria Copestake

Business Development 
Manager, 
Enterprise Loans

Paul Bassi CBE 

CEO, REI PLC

@PaulBassiCBE

Mark Hipwell

Pre Construction Manager, 
Curzon Street Area

@markhipwell1990

James Fry

Partner, 
Head of Life Sciences, 
Mills & Reeve 

@JamesFryLifeSci

Susan Hallam MBE

Founder and CEO, 
Hallam

@susanhallam

Paul Faulkner

Chief Executive, 
Greater Birmingham 
Chambers of Commerce

@GBChamberboss

David Varnham

Partner, 
Banking and Finance, 
Mills & Reeve

Keith Webb

Deputy Regional Director, 
Corporate Banking 
Midlands Region, 
HSBC UK

Tracy Westall

Executive chair, 
Curium Solutions

@tracywestall

Kath Preston

Enterprise Consultant, 
Aston University

@kathpreston1
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Raymont-Osman 
Product Design

RNF Digital

RSS Infrastructure Ltd and 
INFRA Skills Ltd

sales-i

SDS MyHealthcare

Second Home Studios

Spendology

Toppa

Transreport

University of Birmingham

Updates Media

Vanti

Waldeck Consulting

Wearable Link

WOW HOW Ltd

Airband

Aquarius

Birmingham Centre for 
Railway Research and 
Education

Bradley Murphy Design

Bronze Labs - Tribe Project

Buckt

Comtec Translations

Conference Aston

Credex Network Ltd

Curium Solutions

Cysters

Daden Limited

Enate Ltd

Fluence World Ltd

Forensic Pathways

Greater Birmingham 
Chambers of Commerce

Green Sisters Ltd

Grigor Group Ltd

Innovating Minds CIC

Learning Labs

Loki Wines

Love Writing Ltd

LoyalFree

Medherant Limited

Mercian Labels Ltd

METCloud

Micro-Fresh

Millennium Point

Miss Macaroon

Natural Grower Ltd

Nicklin Transit Packaging

Oxbridge Home Learning

PLANit Global

Quanta Engineering Ltd

Rateaco Limited t/a Feelyx

The 2019 Innovation 50
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Transforming businesses

Business intelligence 
and performance
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Credex is the UK’s first business credit 
network, set up to support more resilient 
regional supply chains and to help 
address the issue of small business 
access-to-finance.
 
Each member of the network has access 
to zero interest credit to buy goods and 
services from other businesses within the 
network. Like an overdraft, the platform 
provides a new source of liquidity; 
companies use this credit to acquire 
goods and services, which then result 
in corresponding debits in suppliers’ 
accounts.  Repayment is conducted 
through selling back into the network.

The model has already proven 
successful in Switzerland and Italy, 
where such systems facilitate the 
equivalent of hundreds of millions of 
Euros in transactions each year and 
support thriving regional economies.

Credex Network Ltd

What the judges said:

“Great potential and an 
exciting concept. This 
addresses a gap in the 
market, helping SMEs access 
credit - a first in the UK.”

Grigor Group is a design company 
created by two experienced live events 
industry specialists. The pair developed 
the Griga multitool as an everyday tool 
for technicians in the industry. The 
design incorporates 12 functions 
into one compact tool.
 

The team worked with local artists and 
small businesses to create the brand and 
marketing, before launching a kickstarter 
campaign to help fund the Griga, reaching 
more than 100,000 users on social media. 
This campaign enabled the founders to 
reach their target and secure funding. 
The Griga is now in production and the 
team is looking to expand the range.

Grigor Group

What the judges said:
 
“This was designed by industry experts who understood the problem that needed to be solved.”



Steve Allen, 
Partner and Head of 
Birmingham Office 

We shine a spotlight 
on businesses across 
the region who share 

our passion for forward 
thinking and who are 
helping to rev up the 

Midlands engine.
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Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce

Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce 
(GBCC) identified a problem in the local 
business community when it found not enough 
firms were taking the necessary steps to 
future-proof for Brexit. As part of its mission 
to connect, inform and boost local business, 
GBCC devised a solution: its Business Brexit 
health check, a completely free online tool 
for business owners to assess their Brexit 
preparations. Participants answer a series of 
questions on the platform, before receiving a 
bespoke report to help guide strategy.

Since launching in November 2018, GBCC has 
seen more than 200 businesses complete the 
health check, with 100% of these participants 
confirming they would recommend the 
service. GBCC also anonymises, analyses and 
shares the data with stakeholders such as the 
West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA), 
maximising the opportunity to learn about the 
overall health of businesses in the region as 
they prepare for Brexit. Following the initial 
success of the initiative, GBCC is looking to 
work with the WMCA to scale up the solution 
for use across the region. 

Businesses also included in this category

FeeLYX
LoyalFree

Spendology
METCloud

sales-i
RNF

Waldeck Consulting



Airband

Founded in 2009, Airband has quickly 
established itself as a leader in the 
wireless telecoms industry. Last year saw 
the firm investing in the development of 
an innovative FTTP (fibre to the premises) 
solution, enabling it to deliver services 
quicker and with minimum disruption. 
This bespoke fibre solution, designed 
specifically for rural and hard-to-reach 
areas, has huge consumer benefits and 
far-reaching economic implications for 
SMEs and the rural business landscape. 
It was also the catalyst for a £16m 
investment from the National Digital 
Infrastructure Fund that will enable 
Airband to expand its network to an 
additional 50,000 business and residential 
premises in England and Wales by 2021.

What the judges said:
 
“Airband have found a positive solution to the huge problem 
of poor internet in rural communities. The business’ 
transformative technology combines with a purpose-led 
approach - with potential for real social impact.”

Revolutionising media,
creative and design

Communication 
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Businesses also included in this category

Daden Limited
Fluence World Ltd

Second Home Studios
Updates Media

Wow How Ltd
Raymont Osman Product Design

Comtec is a Leamington-Spa based 
translation agency working across 
numerous sectors, from manufacturing 
and technical to e-learning and creative.
 
Innovation is at the very heart of Comtec’s 
ethos and company values. The team was 
recently involved in helping develop Huawei 
Mobile’s StorySign app, a project that saw them 
create a service package with teams of deaf 
presenters and sign language interpreters in 
multiple languages - the first time such a 
service had been offered in their market.
 
Last year saw a 20% growth for the firm, with 
the team expanding and moving to new offices.

Comtec Translations

What the judges said:

“We loved the Huawei 
sign language package”



Boosting inclusivity 
and opportunity

Development 
and inclusivity
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Oxbridge Home Learning

Set up in 2015, Oxbridge Home Learning 
has gone from a start-up in a garden shed 
to helping more than 13,000 students on 
their learning journey.
 
The firm offers a range of innovative ways 
to help students access its distance learning 
courses. Its affordable internal funding plan 
has helped more than 1,500 students gain 
an education, including ex-military personnel 
and NHS staff. It has also developed micro-
teaching, enabling students to learn in bite-
size chunks, and ultra-personalised learning 
experiences to help it adapt courses to 
specific student needs.
 
The business has recently gone through a 
successful rebrand to reflect its shift from its 
folder and textbook roots and to help ensure 
it is primed for significant growth.

What the judges said:
 
“This business has a huge impact within the sector, 
with innovation running through everything the 
company does. It is reinventing distance learning.”

Transreport is a technology start-up 
focusing on developing innovative solutions 
to help improve the passenger experience.
 
With disabled passengers raising concerns 
about lack of reliability and communication 
across the sector, Transreport’s flagship 
Passenger Assist app was developed to 
allow passengers to book assisted travel by 
sending their exact location to staff at train 
stations. The app has now been recognised 
as the official assistance booking platform 
for the UK rail industry.
 
The company had previously launched the 
Transreport app, enabling rail passengers 
to alert transport operators to problems 
on trains and at stations.

Transreport

What the judges said:

“This has the potential to have a huge 
impact upon passengers needing 
assistance to travel - harnessing the 
power of tech to make a real difference.”



Tracy Westall
Executive chair, 

Curium Solutions

Innovation is about 
finding that little bit of 
difference, that spark 
of something that sets 

an organisation or 
person apart.

Love Writing is changing the way children learn 
to write by developing age appropriate writing 
products to make it easier and more enjoyable 
for children to learn how to write confidently. 
With some 14 billion pencils made and sold 
every year, and all produced in an adult size, 
the firm creates children’s writing tools to help 
build confidence with writing. Its range of pencils, 
writing books, erasers and ‘learning to write 
packs’ are all specifically designed for children.

The firm is looking to capture a market share 
dominated by well-established brands. Its plans 
for growth include providing a complete writing 
programme to include tools and writing books, 
something not currently offered by any of its 
competitors, and to develop a writing community 
for parents. The business has recently gone 
through a successful rebrand to reflect its shift 
from its folder and textbook roots and to help 
ensure it is primed for significant growth.

Love Writing

Millennium Point
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Businesses also included in this category

Aquarius
Curium Solutions

Learning Labs
Miss Macaroon

PLANit Global
Toppa

Opened in 2001, Millennium Point is the largest 
landmark millennium project in the country outside 
London. It is home to unique event spaces, including 
a 350-capacity auditorium, flexible workspaces, 
meeting rooms and offices and tenants including 
ThinkTank and Birmingham City University.
 
What makes Millennium Point truly unique and 
innovative is its business model. The building is 
owned by a charity, the Millennium Point Charitable 
Trust, with all commercial activity in the building 
feeding back into the trust.
 
The Millennium Point Charitable Trust facilitates and 
supports the growth and evolution of STEM in the 
region, from funding school equipment to supporting 
events that encourage marginalised groups to 
consider STEM careers.
 
Last year, the charity donated, invested and facilitated 
more than £4.8m to STEM-related organisations, 
projects and initiatives in the West Midlands.

What the judges said:

“Millennium Point is making a real 
difference in the community with a unique 
offering, using its resources to great effect.”



Redefining safety 
and wellbeing

Healthier, safer lives
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Cysters is a grassroots charity, 
dedicated to improving the health, 
education and welfare of women 
living with reproductive and mental 
health issues. The charity aims to 
help women make informed choices 
around their treatment options 
and seeks to challenge some of the 
cultural perceptions behind women’s 
reproductive health. It works across 
marginalised, ethnic, LGBTQ and faith-
based communities to raise awareness, 
share information and engage with 
religious and community leaders - and 
is the only organisation in the UK to 
do so. The charity is now working to 
upskill its volunteers by providing 
mental health first aid training.

Cysters

What the judges said:

“This is life changing for some women, helping them 
to advocate for their own reproductive health.”

University of Birmingham and Renishaw

The University of Birmingham is working with 
engineering and scientific technology firm, 
Renishaw, to develop the next generation of 
personalised medical implants. By using metal 
3D printing, the team can tailor devices to the 
patient’s anatomy, helping to reduce patient 
recovery times and contributing to efficiencies 
within the NHS. The team is working to create 
surfaces on these devices that will help the 
healing of the patient’s tissue and prevent 
threats to the implant, such as infection.  
 
The university team’s strategic partnership 
with Renishaw is enabling it to contribute to 
cutting-edge research throughout the medical 
device supply chain, building relationships 
with SMEs and contributing to the growing life 
science agenda in the West Midlands.



The judging 
experience has 

given me a sense of 
excitement. There’s 
a huge amount of 

creativity going on in 
the Midlands.
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David Varnham, 
Partner, Banking and Finance,

Mills & Reeve

Businesses also included in this category

RSS Infrastructure Ltd and INFRA Skills Ltd

Green Sisters Ltd
Innovating Minds CIC

Bronze Labs - Tribe Project
Forensic Pathways

SDS My Healthcare

Medherant Limited
Micro-Fresh

Wearable Link creates safer and 
more connected systems in the 
most hazardous environments 
through wearable technology. 
The firm addresses the safety 
issue of cellular devices 
relying entirely on existing 
infrastructure, with a lost 
connection posing a safety risk, 
by connecting its job sites with 
its ‘Genius’ wireless technology. 
The technology enables devices 
to communicate directly to 
provide long-range connectivity 
in hard-to-reach places.  
 

The firm is now equipping 
construction workers with 
wrist-worn wearable ‘Genius’ 
devices to help safety, security, 
productivity and compliance 
across construction sites. It is 
also working with consumer 
brands, families, elderly and 
vulnerable adults to roll-out the 
technology.

Wearable Link
What the judges said:
 
“A great application and well-
presented tech product. A 
strong idea with a wide impact 
that could go beyond the 
workplace. Clear outcomes 
with endless possibilities.”



Creating places and 
spaces for change

Place and environment

Natural Grower
Natural Grower is a new start-up, selling 
natural fertiliser for organic and vegan 
growers. The fertiliser is the by-product 
of an anaerobic digester on the founder’s 
family farm, with the biogas produced by 
the digester also converted into electricity 
for the National Grid, producing enough 
energy for 1,000 homes.
 
With choices for vegan growers limited, 
Natural Grower offers vegan-friendly, 
organic liquid fertiliser and soil conditioner. 
Having created eye-catching branding 
and developed a website and social 
media presence, the firm is now looking 
to grow further as the vegan and organic 
movements continue to gain traction.  

An exciting start-up working to develop an 
engine that will revolutise the aerospace 
industry, Quanta Engineering is looking to be a 
part of the next major step in the development 
of the four-rotor “Quadcopter” aircraft.  

It is also anticipating a significant increase in 
private companies offering access to space, 
so is looking to develop a cleaner and cheaper 
form of propulsion system.

Quanta Engineering Ltd
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Innovation is all about 
trying to do something 
differently and with a 
degree of originality 

behind that. It’s been 
reaffirming to see just 
how much innovation 
exists in the Midlands.

A fourth generation family-
owned business, Nicklin 
Transit Packaging has evolved 
to become the UK’s leading 
independent provider of 
bespoke timber and corrugated 
transit packaging products 
and supporting services.
 
With a lack of any off-the-shelf 
packaging design software, 
Nicklin identified 3D CAD 
modelling and Finite Element 
Analysis to help deliver a 
robust design and testing 
capability - the first time the 
technique had been applied to 
the design of packaging.

Since featuring on the 
inaugural Innovation 50 index, 
the firm has become a tier one 
supplier to world-renowned 
automotive and solutions 
manufacturer, Jaguar Land 
Rover, accessed new markets 
and has gone on to win a host 
of industry awards. Turnover 
has increased year-on-year, 
with a second manufacturing 
and distribution site recently 
opened in Wednesbury.

Nicklin Transit Packaging
What the judges said:
 
“Genuine innovation for the 
industry has been achieved 
by adopting a tech approach 
to a traditional sector. Nicklin 
is pushing the boundaries 
and disrupting the usual way 
of doing things in the sector.”
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Paul Faulkner, 
Chief Executive, 

Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce

Businesses also included in this category

Birmingham Centre for Railway Research and Education

Conference Aston
Bradley Murphy Design

Buckt
Loki Wines

Enate LtdVanti
Mercian Labels Ltd



There is a real 
temptation to think 
about innovation as 
drones, electrics and 
shiny stuff, but the 
biggest thing about 

innovation is making 
people’s lives easier.

Judging the Innovation 
50 uncovered so many 
new companies I wasn’t 

aware of – I’m so 
excited to see what the 
future holds for them.
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Mark Hipwell
Pre Construction Manager, 

Curzon Street Area

Kath Preston
Enterprise Consultant, 

Aston University



innovationfifty.com

@innovation_50

#MRInno50


